
VERIFICA FINALE



CONTINENTS AND CARDINAL POINTS

EXERCISE 1 name the continents

EXERCISE 2 enter the cardinal points

POPULATION DENSITY

EXERCISE 1 How can I calculate the population density? Choose the right option

a- population density                    number of people : land area

b- population density                    land area : number of people

c- population density                    number of people x land area

EXERCISE 2 What is the population density of Malta? Choose the correct operation

– Malta has an area of 320 Km2 and a population of 420 421 people

  POPULATION DENSITY      420 421people x 320Km2 = 134 534 people/Km2

  POPULATION DENSITY       420 421people : 320Km2 = 1314 people/Km2

  POPULATION DENSITY      320 Km2 : 420 421people = 0,76 people/Km2       

    

EXERCISE  3  look  at  the  table  and  complete  the  sentences  choosing  the  comparative
adjectives (higher than / lower than)



Italy has a higher / lower population density than Spain

Monaco has a  higher / lower population density than Germany

Vatican City has a  higher / lower population density than Italy

Iceland has a higher / lower population density than Monaco

EXERCISE 4 complete the sentences using the right comparative adjectives (higher than /

lower than)

Germany has a ______________population density _________ Greece

Italy has a ______________population density _________ Monaco

Spain has a ______________population density _________ Norway

Greece has a ______________population density _________ Vatican City

LINGUISTIC AND RELIGIOUS GROUPS

EXERCISE  1  look  at  the  thematic  map  and  locate  the  main  languistic  groups  properly

completing the key

       a        b      c             d          e            f                  g          h    

EXERCISE 2 answer the questions

- Name a country where people speak a romance language

_____________________ 

- Name a country where people speak a germanic language

_____________________  

- Name a country where people speak a balto/slavic language

_____________________  

Linguistic group

romance languages

germanic languages

balto-slavic languages

celtic languages

modern greek

basque

turkish

albanian



EXERCISE 2 look at the map and locate religions properly completing the key

                                                                                                a

                                                                                                b

      

  

                                                                                                c  

                                                                                                 d

EXERCISE 3 answer the questions

- Name a country where people are catholic

_____________________ 

- Name a country where people are protestant

_____________________  

- Name a country where people are orthodox 

_____________________ 

CHANGES IN POPULATION

EXERCISE 1 what do these expressions mean? Label the images

OLD PERSON –  YOUNG PERSON – ADULT PERSON - BIRTH RATE – DEATH RATE -

- MIGRANT – IMMIGRANT - EMIGRANT

religion

catholic

protenstant

ortodoxy

islam

___________________

____________

_____________________

_____________________

____________

____________________

____________
____________________



EXERCISE 2 who is who? Read the dialogues and choose which kind of migrants they are!

Choose between: ECONOMIC MIGRANT – REFUGEE – INVADER – EMIGRANT

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am William the Conqueror: I took England by force in 1066

    William is an __________________________________________________

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am Jaro, my parents came here from Kiev, in Ukraine, to find a better work

    Jaro's parents are ______________________________________________________

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am Amachi, I came here from Libia to escape war

    Amachi is a ________________________________________________________

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am George, and I leave England today to go to Australia to live

    George is an ________________________________________________________

EXERCISE 3 Match the expressions with their meanings

A BIRTH RATE someone who leaves their own country to live in a different one

B DEATH RATE there are more people

C MIGRANT a person who moves from a place to another

D IMMIGRANT there are less people

E EMIGRANT number of births per 1000 people in a year

F population
GROWTH 

is the number of people per square kilometer 

G population
DECREASE

someone who arrives in a country different from their native one

H population
DENSITY

number of deaths per 1000 people in a year

CHARTS

EXERCISE 1 look at the chart and answer the questions

- Is this a bar chart?_______________________________________________________________

- This chart shows the ________________________________________________________________

- Look at the year 1861:  was the birth rate higher than the death rate?_________________________

- Look at the year 2002: was the birth rate  higher than the death rate?_________________________
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VERSIONE PER 

alunni con DSA



CONTINENTS AND CARDINAL POINTS

EXERCISE 1 name the continents

EXERCISE 2 enter the cardinal points

POPULATION DENSITY

EXERCISE 1 How can I calculate the population density? Choose the right option

a- population density                    number of people : land area

b- population density                    land area : number of people

c- population density                    number of people x land area

EXERCISE 2 What is the population density of Malta? Choose the correct operation

– Malta has an area of 320 Km2 and a population of 420 421 people

  POPULATION DENSITY      420 421people x 320Km2 = 134 534 people/Km2

  POPULATION DENSITY       420 421people : 320Km2 = 1314 people/Km2

  POPULATION DENSITY      320 Km2 : 420 421people = 0,76 people/Km2       

    

EXERCISE  3  look  at  the  table  and  complete  the  sentences  choosing  the  comparative
adjectives (higher than / lower than)

COUNTRY Population density COUNTRY Population density

ITALY 192people/Km2 GERMANY 357 people/Km2

MONACO 18 713 people/Km2 SPAIN 505 people/Km2

Italy has a higher / lower population density than Spain

Monaco has a  higher / lower population density than Germany



EXERCISE 4 complete the sentences using the right comparative adjectives (higher than /

lower than)

Germany has a ______________population density _________ Spain

Italy has a ______________population density _________ Monaco

LINGUISTIC AND RELIGIOUS GROUPS

EXERCISE  1  look  at  the  thematic  map  and  locate  the  main  languistic  groups  properly

completing the key

e

          c                        d                        a                     b

EXERCISE 2 look at the map and locate religions properly completing the key

                                                                                                a

                                                                                                b

      

  

                                                                                                c  

                                                                                                 d

Linguistic group

romance languages

germanic languages

balto-slavic languages

modern greek

turkish

religion

catholic

protenstant

ortodoxy

islam



CHANGES IN POPULATION

EXERCISE 1 what do these expressions mean? Label the images

OLD PERSON –  YOUNG PERSON – ADULT PERSON - BIRTH RATE – DEATH RATE -

- MIGRANT – IMMIGRANT - EMIGRANT

EXERCISE 2 who is who? Read the dialogues and choose which kind of migrants they are!

Choose the correct option.

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am William the Conqueror: I took England by force in 1066

    William is:     INVADER / EMIGRANT / REFUGEE

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am Jaro, my parents came here from Kiev, in Ukraine, to find a better work

    Jaro is:     REFUGEE / ASYLUM SEEKER / ECONOMIC MIGRANT

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am Amachi, I came here from Libia to escape war

    Amachi is: REFUGEE / ECONOMIC MIGRANT / INVADER

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am George, and I leave England today to go to Australia to live

    George is: REFUGEE / ASYLUM SEEKER / EMIGRANT

EXERCISE 3 Match the expressions with their meanings

A BIRTH RATE someone who leaves their own country to live in a different one

B DEATH RATE there are more people

C MIGRANT a person who moves from a place to another

D IMMIGRANT there are less people

E EMIGRANT number of births per 1000 people in a year

F population
GROWTH 

is the number of people per square kilometer 

G population
DECREASE

someone who arrives in a country different from their native one

H population
DENSITY

number of deaths per 1000 people in a year

___________________

____________

_____________________

_____________________

____________

____________________

____________
____________________



CHARTS

EXERCISE 1 Look at the chart and answer the questions

- Is this a bar chart?_______________________________________________________________

- This chart shows __________________________________________________________________

- Look at the year 1861:  was the birth rate higher than the death rate?_________________________

- Look at the year 2002: was the birth rate  higher than the death rate?_________________________
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CONTINENTS AND CARDINAL POINTS

EXERCISE 1 name the continents

EXERCISE 2 enter the cardinal points

POPULATION DENSITY

EXERCISE 1 How can I calculate the population density? Choose the right option

a- population density                    number of people : land area

c- population density                    number of people x land area

EXERCISE 2 What is the population density of Malta? Choose the correct operation

– Malta has an area of 320 Km2 and a population of 420 421 people

  POPULATION DENSITY      420 421people x 320Km2 = 134 534 people/Km2

  POPULATION DENSITY       420 421people : 320Km2 = 1314 people/Km2  

EXERCISE  3  look  at  the  table  and  complete  the  sentences  choosing  the  comparative
adjectives (higher than / lower than)

COUNTRY Population density COUNTRY Population density

ITALY 192people/Km2 GERMANY 357 people/Km2

MONACO 18 713 people/Km2 SPAIN 505 people/Km2

Italy has a higher / lower population density than Spain

Monaco has a  higher / lower population density than Germany

EXERCISE 4 complete the sentences using the right comparative adjectives (higher than /

lower than)

Germany has a ______________population density _________ Spain

Italy has a ______________population density _________ Monaco



LINGUISTIC AND RELIGIOUS GROUPS

EXERCISE  1  look  at  the  thematic  map  and  locate  the  main  languistic  groups  properly

completing the key

e

         c                   d                        a                     b

EXERCISE 2 look at the map and locate religions properly completing the key

                                                                                                a

                                                                                                b

      

  

                                                                                                c  

                                                                                                 d

CHANGES IN POPULATION

EXERCISE 1 Who is who? Read the dialogues and choose which kind of migrants they are!

Choose the correct option.

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am William the Conqueror: I took England by force in 1066

    William is:     INVADER / EMIGRANT 

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am Jaro, my parents came here from Kiev, in Ukraine, to find a better work

    Jaro is:     REFUGEE / ECONOMIC MIGRANT

 a- Hello, who are you?

Linguistic group

romance languages

germanic languages

balto-slavic languages

modern greek

turkish

religion

catholic

protenstant

ortodoxy

islam



 b- I am Amachi, I came here from Libia to escape war

    Amachi is: REFUGEE / ECONOMIC MIGRANT 

 a- Hello, who are you?

 b- I am George, and I leave England today to go to Australia to live

    George is: REFUGEE / EMIGRANT

EXERCISE 2 what do these expressions mean? Label the images

OLD PERSON –  YOUNG PERSON – ADULT PERSON - BIRTH RATE – DEATH RATE -

- MIGRANT – IMMIGRANT - EMIGRANT

EXERCISE 3 Match the expressions with their meanings

A BIRTH RATE number of deaths per 1000 people in a year

B DEATH RATE number of births per 1000 people in a year

a MIGRANT someone who moves from a place to another

b IMMIGRANT someone who leaves their own country to live in a different one

c EMIGRANT someone who arrives in a country different from their native one

1 population
GROWTH 

is the number of people per square kilometer 

2 population
DECREASE

there are more people

3 population
DENSITY

there are less people

___________________

____________

_____________________

_____________________

____________

____________________

____________
____________________



CHARTS AND MAPS

Label the diagrams

LINE CHART – BAR CHART – THEMATIC MAP – PIE CHART - WORLD MAP – AGE PYRAMID

______________________________

_____________________________________

____________________________________

_________________________________

_______________________________________

____________________________________



PRIMA

VERIFICA INTERMEDIA 



CONTINENTS AND CARDINAL POINTS

EXERCISE 1 name the continents and color the european continent

EXERCISE 2 enter the cardinal points

EXERCISE 3 complete the sentences using the cardinal points

Africa lies south of___________

Asia lies north of____________

Asia lies east of_____________

Europe lies west of_______________

Europe lies ____________Africa

Europe lies_____________Asia

Europe lies ____________America

Africa lies_____________Europe



WORLD POPULATION vs EUROPEAN POPULATION

EXERCISE  1  look  at  the  pie  chart  and  complete  the  sentences  choosing  the  right

expression. 

Asia is more populated / less populated than Europe

Europe is more populated / less populated than Asia

Europe is more populated / less populated than Oceania

Africa is more populated / less populated than Europe

EXERCISE 2 complete the sentences using the comparative adjectives (more populated

than / less populated than)

Asia is_______________________________America

Africa is_______________________________America

Africa is______________________________Oceania

Europe is___________________________America

POPULATION DENSITY

EXERCISE 1 find the population density of the country

– Country A has an area of 20 Km2 and a population of 400 people

  POPULATION DENSITY       __________________:_________________=________people/Km2

    



SECONDA

VERIFICA INTERMEDIA



LINGUISTIC AND RELIGIOUS GROUPS

Look  at  the  thematic  map  and  locate  the  main  linguistic  groups  properly:  romance  /

germanic / balto-slavic languages

EXERCISE 2 answer the questions

- Name a country where people speak a romance language

_____________________  

- Name a country where people speak a germanic language

_____________________ 

- Name a country where people speak a balto/slavic language

_____________________  

- Do people in Italy speak a romance language?_________

Look at the tematic map and locate the other languages, inserting correctly the letters on the

key

Language

uralic

modern greek

basque

turkish

albanian

celtic languages



Look at the map and locate religions properly: catholicism / orthodoxy / protestantism

EXERCISE 5 answer the questions

- Name a country where people are catholic

_____________________ 

- Name a country where people are protestant

_____________________  

- Name a country where people are orthodox

_____________________ 

- Are italian people mostly catholic?______________________________________________________

CHARTS

 True or false? Look at the chart and say if the statements are T or F

- this is a line chart________
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- this chart shows the growth of births in Italy______

- this chart shows the decrease of births in Italy_______

- in 1993 and 2002 the birth rate was higher than the death rate______

- in 1861 and 1871 the birth rate was higher than the death rate_______

CHANGES IN POPULATION

EXERCISE 1 what do these expressions mean? Label the images

OLD PERSON –  YOUNG PERSON – ADULT PERSON - BIRTH RATE – DEATH RATE -

- MIGRANT – IMMIGRANT - EMIGRANT

EXERCISE 2 match the expressions with their meanings

A BIRTH RATE A person who moves from a place to another

B DEATH RATE there are more people

C MIGRANT Someone who leaves their own country to live in a different one

D IMMIGRANT there are less people

E EMIGRANT number of births per 1000 people in a year

F population
GROWTH 

number of deaths per 1000 people in a year

G population
DECREASE

someone who arrives in a country different from thier native one

____________

___________________
_____________________

_____________________

____________________

____________

____________

____________________



CHARTS AND MAPS

Label the diagrams

LINE CHART – BAR CHART – THEMATIC MAP – PIE CHART - WORLD MAP – AGE PYRAMID

_____________________________________


